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"We have less than two years to complete Vision 2020, which we promised in front of Heaven, so 

we have to push ourselves to take responsibility as Heavenly Tribal Messiahs," said True Parents. 

 

Following on from True Father's 6th Anniversary Ascension, the path has been opened more widely to 

complete ancestor liberation and the Blessing of 430 generations (vertically) and the Tribal Messiah 

mission of Blessing 430 couples (horizontally). 

 

On September 20th 2018, at the Cheon Jeong Gung, True Parents said, "All members of the Unification 

family of the world have to be registered in the Cheon Bo Won through the completion of ancestor 

liberation and blessing of 430 generations by Foundation Day in 2020." 

 

It is the wish of True Parents, that branches of Chung Pyung Heaven and Earth Training Center be in each 

region of the world by 2020, in order to complete the ancestor Blessing of 430 generations by Foundation 

Day 2020. This is for members to receive support from their good ancestors/spirits and work towards 

Vision 2020. 

 

True Father often emphasised the importance of there being breaches of Chung Pyung on each continent 

in order to cut down on expenses and to bring more members together for workshops. 

 

Through international Chung Pyung tours, which will be carried out by Chung Pyung staff, Chanyang 

sessions and ancestor liberation will be able to be held locally, therefore making it possible for branch 

training centres to be set up around the world. 

 

Proposed sites for each branch: 

 

Africa: Zambia 

 

Europe: Germany (Camburg) 

 

Central and South America: Brazil (Jardin Training Center) 

 

Asia: Thailand (Pak Chong Training Center) 

 

Plans for the future: 

 

Each branch will carry out Chanyang sessions, ancestor liberation as well as host a variety of workshops. 

 

Each branch will carry out Chung Pyung Great Works twice per year. 

 

Each branch will hold workshops by making a yearly schedule, according to the situation of each 

continent. 

 

Each branch will carry out a Chung Pyung tour every month, for the respective nations of each continent. 

 

Explicit information regarding ancestor liberation: 



 

 

 

A. Ancestor liberation and blessing from 1-210 generations 1) Please follow the current method. 

 

B. Ancestor liberation from 211 and until 430 generations 1) The ancestor liberation until 329 

generations currently ongoing will be continued accordingly for the five-month period from July 

to November 2018. 2) From December 2018, the liberation of a new set of generations will start 

from 330 generations for five months until April 2019. Up to now we have been liberating one set 

(seven generations) at a time but during this time we will expand to seven sets of 7 generations 

(49 generations in this period, that is, generations 330 to 378). The liberation of all earlier 

generations that were not yet liberated will also be possible, from 1-378 generations. 3) From 

May 2019 until September 2019, for five months, another seven sets of ancestors (49 generations) 

will be liberated, that is, generations 379 to 427. In addition, three extra generations will be added 

so that all members can complete liberation until 430 generations (a total liberation of 52 

generations during this period). 4) To be able to participate in the ancestor Blessing ceremony for 

430 generations held during the period of the Special Great Works commemorating Foundation 

Day (February 6, 2020, by the solar calendar), the liberated spirits must have already finished 

their 100-day workshop in the spirit world. Therefore, liberation of all ancestors until 430 

generations needs to be achieved through the Hyojeong Chung Pyung Special 2-day Workshop 

no later than October 25, 2019. 5) Until now, when members applied for ancestor Blessing from 

211 generations and onward, the next set (7 generations) of ancestors were liberated 

automatically. However, from December 2018 members can apply for ancestor liberation until 

the latest generation. However, members still need to offer the donation for the liberation of 

ancestors until the 210th generation. Members do not need to offer any donation for ancestor 

liberation from 211-430 generations. (This is only on the condition that members have completed 

all payments until 210 generations.) 6) For those members who have been continuing with 

liberation and Blessing from 211 generations, from December 2018 when members apply for the 

ancestor Blessing, the liberation of ancestors will automatically be applied until the latest 

generation at the time. (From the 211th generation, when members apply for ancestor Blessing, 

they do not need to offer any extra workshop fees or donations for ongoing liberation.) For 

members who live in Korea and Japan, when they attend a 2-day workshop when there is no 

ancestor Blessing ceremony, members can apply for liberation up to the generations currently 

being liberated. Payment of liberation donations and additional workshop fee are not required. 

 

C. Ancestor blessing from 211 to 430 generations 1) From July until November 2018, ancestor 

Blessing until 322 generations will be held accordingly and there are no changes to the current 

situation. 2) From December 2018, the Blessing for ancestors up to 329 generations will be held 

for five months, and from May 2019 the first seven sets (49 generations) will be ready to be 

blessed and members can complete the Blessing of 1-378 generations. 3) From October 2019, the 

ancestor Blessing from 379-430 generations will be conducted. Members must complete the 

ancestor Blessing up to 430 generations by Foundation Day in 2020 (February 6, 2020, by the 

solar calendar). The ancestor Blessing ceremony for the month of February 2020 will be held 

during the period of the Special Great Works commemorating Foundation Day. 4) The workshop 

fee and Blessing fee for each set of seven generations of ancestors is the same as the current rate 

for your country and needs to be paid accordingly from 211- 430 generations. 5) Regarding the 

ancestor Blessing for the generations from the 211th generation, members can bless ancestors 

according to their wish within the generations that have been liberated up to that point. 6) The 

ancestor Blessing ceremony is being conducted once a month; however, when necessary, it will 

be held twice a month. 

 

D. Ancestor liberation and ancestor blessing after Year 2020 Foundation Day 1) The grace of 

ancestor liberation and Blessing until 430 generations by Foundation Day in 2020 is the special 

grace and blessing of the True Parents of Heaven, Earth and Humankind opening the path to 

Heavenly Tribal Messiah victory of blessing (vertically) 430 generations and (horizontally) 430 

couples. Therefore, all blessed families should complete this liberation and Blessing of ancestors 

until 430 generations during this given time period. After the ancestor Blessing ceremony up to 

430 generations held during the period of the Special Great Works commemorating Foundation 

Day (February 6, 2020, by the solar calendar), the process of liberating and blessing ancestors 

from 211 generations will revert to the normal process of liberation and blessing of one set (seven 

generations) at a time. 

 

For more information regarding ancestor liberation, please contact: cpintl2013@ gmail,com 

 

 


